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Tortoises help 
our ecosystem 
stay healthy!
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tortoise 

cross a road?
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Wildlife

Tortoises help our 
ecosystem 

stay healthy!

African 
Leopard Tortoise

Leopard Tortoise (Stigmochelys pardalis)

Range: The Leopard tortoise has the largest range of all 
African tortoises. It occurs from Eastern to Southern Africa 
and in the West until Namibia and Angola.

Description: With a size of up to 70 cm and a weight 
of more than 40 kg the Leopard tortoise is the biggest 
and most common tortoise throughout Southern Africa. 
The ground colour of the carapace is yellowish with a 
multitude of dark brown to black spots. They inhabit 
different living spaces as savannahs and tropical bushveld, 
hilly sites and even semi deserts.

Biology: Mainly in the rainy season these animals are 
active during the day. But they are difficult to find because 
of their camouflage. They feed only on vegetables 
including several grasses, thistles and blossoms. At the 
beginning of the rainy season mostly in December the 
female lays its eggs in a pit. The clutch may contain up 
to 17 eggs each as large as a ping-pong-ball. In intervals 
the female may lay up to 3 clutches. The eggs hatch after 
an incubation period that takes up to 450 days. These 
animals spend the cold season under shrubs, roots and in 
the burrows of aardvarks.

Threats: Bushfires, collecting for the cooking pot, changes 
of the living space, honey badgers, hyenas, birds of prey.

  It is extremely important that humans allow the tortoises 
to live their own lives. These amazing animals have come so 

far and adapted in so many ways. The tortoise is a perfect 
example of a reptile that has impeccably adapted itself to its 

surroundings. It would be a terrible shame if they became 
extinct because of humans. 

There are many laws against harming and collecting 
tortoises. When coming across a tortoise it is important to 
not move it, unless it is in harm‘s way.  These actions can 

help save an incredible creature.

Save our tortoises

 The shell 
varies in colour 
as the tortoise 
is getting older!Tortoises play an important role in the ecology and well-

being of our environments. Tortoises help spreading the 
seeds from plants they have eaten. 

Without these plant-eaters around, many plants could no 
longer disperse.

Why are tortoises 
important?

© Alfred Schleicher
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Questions
& Answers

”Hey! Josh, did you see my big 
stone?” Ellie asked her older brother. 
It was the strangest thing, but the 
big round stone under the evergreen 
tree just vanished. Josh looked at 
her and frowned. ”What stone are 
you talking about Ellie?“ She rolled 
her eyes. Silly! The one that is always 
under the big tree! It is big, round 
and has patterns on it. I go sit next 
to it every day. Together we listen 
and talk to the birds up in the tree,“ 
she said unhappily as she bit her 
trembling bottom lip. 

”Oh please don‘t cry Ellie! We will 
find it. Come now,” said her brother 
as he took her hand and walked to 
the tree. They looked beneath the 
bushes and under the other trees, 
but still they found nothing. That 
night Ellie went to bed sad. Where 
will she find another stone “friend” 
like that one? It was pretty and 
it always listened to her. It never 
interrupted her and she never felt 
completely alone with her stone next 
to her. It was simply perfect. 

The next morning Ellie was up early 
to go feed the wild birds in their 
garden. As she was walking towards 
the tree, she saw the big stone near 
the fence. She nearly stumbled over 

her own feet, when she noticed that 
the stone was walking! Ellie could 
not believe her eyes. She stood rock 
still in disbelief, but right there in 
front of her, the stone slowly but 
surely moved forward, with no less 
than four perfectly formed legs. She 
pinched herself and watched it for 
a little while longer, just to make 
absolutely sure that she was not 
dreaming. Then she turned around 
and ran back to the house shouting, 
”Josh! Josh! Come look, my stone is 
walking!“

A few minutes later, Ellie was 
dragging Josh from the house 
towards the stone. Her brother was 
still sleepy and he took a while to 
first rub the sleepiness from his eyes 
before he could focus on the stone. 
When he did though, he started 
laughing out loud. ”Ellie, this is not 
a walking stone, it‘s a tortoise,“ he 
remarked. His little sister blinked her 
eyes a few times in confusion and 
then whispered softly, “It’s not a 
stone? What on earth is a tortoise?“ 

Josh picked up the big tortoise 
and showed her the most amazing 
creature she has ever seen. 
”Tortoises are reptiles who live in 
a shell, Ellie. Their shells are their 

homes.“ Ellie took a good look at 
the tortoise that looked right back 
at her with big black eyes. “They eat 
all kinds of greenery, so this tortoise 
has lots of food. They are shy animals 
and hide well in a garden. And as you 
already know little sister, they walk 
slowly,” Josh informed Ellie.

”I wonder where it came from. Do 
you think we can we keep it?” she 
asked. Josh smiled. “I know that 
tortoises, like all reptiles lay eggs, 
so this one most certainly hatched 
from an egg. But as you can see, it 
is fairly big already, so that was a 
long time ago. I am not sure where it 
came from though. Perhaps it came 
from a nearby riverbed, or maybe it 
has always hidden in this property. 
I do think that we can keep it if dad 
gets the necessary paperwork in 
order,“ he replied. Ellie smiled. That 
would be great! Then the two of us 
can sit under the big tree every day, 
chatting to the birds. Who knows 
maybe my old stone friend, who is 
now a tortoise friend will also chat 
to them?” The kids laughed and 
were very happy that they found a 
tortoise. 
Ellie was of course the happiest of 
the pair.

The stone was walking!
(Written by Noreen Arangies)

Each year, countless tortoises are 
killed or injured crossing roads as 
they‘re struck by vehicles.  If you help 
a tortoise cross a road, you‘re making 
a valuable contribution. Even with the 
best intentions though, many motorists 
who stop to help often don‘t know what 
to do when they spot a tortoise in a 
dangerous roadway. 

Don‘t put yourself or others in danger. 
Simply pulling off the road and turning 
on your hazard lights may alert other 
drivers to slow down. Be aware of your 
surroundings and traffic.

Avoid excessive handling. While 
wanting to examine tortoises closely is 
hard to resist, excessive handling can 
disrupt their normal behaviour. 

Allow unassisted road crossings. 
If there‘s no oncoming traffic, let the 
tortoise cross the road without help. 
Observe from a distance and avoid 
sudden movements that may startle 
it, otherwise the tortoise may change 
direction, stop, or seek shelter within its 
shell.

Handle tortoises gently. 
If you must pick up a tortoise, gently 
grasp the shell edge near the mid-point 
of the body with two hands. Some 
tortoises empty their bladder when 
lifted off the ground, so be careful not to 
drop it if it suddenly does.
They have adapted their bodies so that 
water that reaches the bladder is not 
lost but can be redrawn to be used 
again. One of its defence mechanisms 
when handled or disturbed is to release 
the contents of its bladder, which can 

deplete its water supply and can cause 
harm or death during a drought. For 
this reason, if you find a desert tortoise, 
do not pick it up - ONLY when it is in 
danger.
    
Maintain direction of travel. 
Always move a tortoise in the same 
direction it was travelling when you saw 
it. Place the tortoise at least 30 feet 
from the road (not on the roadside), 
so if startled by the experience, the 
tortoise does not get disoriented and 
accidentally run back onto the roadway, 
or freeze and get run over. You might 
be tempted to “help“ the tortoise by 
moving it to a wooded area or water 
body, but the correct solution is to 
quickly move the tortoise the shortest 
distance possible.    

It is in just this situation that so 
many tortoises lose their 
status as wild animals 
and are consigned to 
an unnatural, and 
unnaturally short, 
life in a back yard. By 
all means, help that 
tortoise cross the road 
in the direction it was 
heading, if you can do so safely. 
But then leave it in the wild 
where it belongs.

Tortoises belong in the 
wild. Help make this a 
humane summer by 
helping them get 
to the other side 
of the road — 
and then leaving 
them there.

What‘s the right way to help a 
tortoise cross a road?
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This excursion was an experience 
of a lifetime, not only those few 
minutes of capturing and collaring 
the giraffes. The journey itself 
played a big role. The drive was 
extremely long and treacherous 
on a gravel road but Namibia’s 
extraordinary scenery kept us in 
awe and awake. We passed by 
many small communities located in 
desolate areas. It was amazing how 

these people adapt to the immense 
heat and water shortage. Every 
person we greeted and dealt with 
was friendly and helpful.
Whilst passing through these 
communities, I was unfortunately 
shocked to see litter spread all
over their villages. It saddened and 
astounded me that the local people 
did not take pride in caring
for their environment.
When we arrived at our 
final campsite in Purros, the 
weariness from the long drive 
quickly vanished as we entered 
the enthusiastic and excited 

Whilst giraffe are commonly seen 
on safari, in the media and in zoos, 
people – including conservationists 
– are unaware that these majestic 
animals are undergoing a silent 

atmosphere. There were all sorts 
of interesting people from around 
the world with new stories to tell. 
Many different accents filled 
the air with their greetings. 
It was quite daunting for me 
at first, because I was one of 
the youngest and the
only teenager. The first night 
I kept close to my parents’ 
side, but as I listened to the 

people talking,
I was absorbed in 
their stories and their 
exciting adventures. 
The day we left and 
said goodbye, I knew 
that I would be back 
again! I was excited to head 
home because it was my turn 
now to share my adventure 
with my friends.
During this expedition I 
was educated in giraffe 
collaring which is a means 
of monitoring the location 

of giraffes and also gathering vital 
statistics on this animal that is 
found indigenously in Africa. 
I think it would be a great idea 
to give more school children 
the opportunity to see this 
incredible animal up close 
and be made aware of the 
intricate detail and also the 
cautions that the organizers
and vets have to take into 
consideration. I think it would 
change the way they see 
these beautiful animals and 
give them a more personal 
connection which could 

increase respect for giraffes and 
assist in their conservation.
I want to thank Dr Julian and Mrs 
Fennessy for their invitation and 

knowledgeable insight they
gave me. They are the master 
minds who set up this operation 
and are doing extraordinary work
to conserve giraffes worldwide.
If this is the first time you are 
hearing about this operation,
act on it! Stick your neck out for 
giraffe conservation in Africa by 
supporting the GCF!
Rachel Edmunds

Silent extinction
extinction. With a decline of almost 
40% in the last three decades 
alone, the world‘s tallest animal is 
under severe pressure in some of 
its core ranges across East, Central 
and West Africa. Giraffe are now 
listed on the IUCN Red List of 
threatened species as ‘vulnerable‘ 
to extinction. 
”As one of the world‘s most iconic 
animals, it is timely that we stick 
our necks out for giraffe before it is 

Report
Giraffe collaring and Research 29 August - 1 September 

too late,” says Dr. Julian Fennessy, 
co-chair of the IUCN SSC GOSG, and 
Director of the Giraffe Conservation 
Foundation (GCF).
Human population growth poses 
the largest threat to giraffe in Africa 
today. Habitat loss and changes 
through expanding agriculture and 
mining, illegal hunting, increasing 
human-wildlife conflict, as well as 
civil unrest, are all factors that are 
pushing giraffe towards extinction.

Golden Heights

Searching for something greater than 
gold, looking for something that could 
never be sold

Spotting it, amongst the trees, its 
mane still neat, despite the breeze

Stopping the vehicle, to pause in awe, 
at this magnificent beast, that has no 
flaw

Suddenly, at the moment seized, the 
dart is released!

Humans jump, from left and right, 
sprint towards the giraffe in its plight

No chase is needed, the giraffe starts 
to stall, in a matter of seconds, it 
gently falls

The vet starts his work precise and 
acutely, whilst everyone else fulfils 
their duty

Minutes pass by, jobs done and 
dusted, everyone sweltering under the 
heat, hot and flustered

All soaking in the last precious 
seconds, wishing to stay with the 
animal, but nature beckons

The giraffe begins her graceful 
gallop, gloriously free, no evidence of 
the previous moments as
she disappears with speed

As I think about the experience, the 
memories it brings, I will never forget 
my first giraffe collaring

These animals are witnessed from far 
and beyond but when you can feel its 
heart and touch its osicone

It is inexplicable and feels unreal 
when you’re there, I could show you my 
pictures and my story I could share

But until you join our cause and help 
giraffes worldwide, you will never 
know the reality of what it’s like

Because let me tell you something, 
when you see the pattern up close 
and watch the skin quiver with the 
occasional rapture

That is something that no camera 
could ever capture.

Rachel Edmunds (14)
St Paul’s College
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www.africat.org

The call from the AfriCat Lion 
guardians reaches our office just 

after sunrise...they are on patrol on 
communal farmland close to the  
boundary fence of Hobatere, the 
protected home to lioness ‘SPOTS’ 
and her small pride of 8. 

Ten dead vultures are strewn 
around a cow -carcass and they 

are not yet sure whether any lions 
or other wildlife have also been 
poisoned. 

The SPOTS-pride was lucky this 
time around, as they had not 

left the safety of Hobatere to follow 
the herds of zebra, or the weak, 

emaciated cattle on the other side 
of the porous fence.

But in December 2015, a 
  young male lion, at least two 

Verreauxs’ eagles and a number 
of vultures were not that lucky, 
when they fed on a poisoned 
cow -carcass in the Klip River. 
The incident close to Hobatere 
took place in January 2016 and in 
February. Approximately 40 km 
further west, a zebra was poached 
and laced with poison, no telling 
how many scavenging animals may 
have died as a result. 

The drought is taking its toll in 
the north-western part of our 

country, where very little rain has 
fallen since 2012; cattle and donkeys 
are now too weak to climb into the 
rugged hills in search of the last 
grasses and the water-points are a 
long walk back to their home-kraals. 

The AfriCat Foundation has built 
18 livestock kraals in the farming 

areas alongside Etosha & Hobatere’s 
northern, western and southern 
boundaries, encouraging farmers to 
herd their cattle, goats, horses and 
donkeys during the day-time and 
bring them back home to the safety 

of these tall, 2.3m high kraals, before 
dark. Many farmers have taken our 
advice but with grazing so scarce they 
now leave the few remaining animals 
to fend for themselves out in the 
wilderness. This wilderness is also 
home to lions, spotted and brown 
hyena, leopard and cheetah.

A few nights ago, lions killed a bull 
 and a cow that had been left 

out in the field, despite AfriCat’s Lion 
guardians warning the farmers earlier 
that day that lion tracks had been 
found in the plains close-by. By the 
following midday, the angry farmers 
had set large, metal leg-hold traps 

at these carcasses in the hope of 
catching the lions when they returned 
to their kill. The dedicated AfriCat 
Lion guardians found the trap-site 
whilst on patrol and stayed close to 
the carcasses all night, saving these 
lions from certain death. 

It is extremely difficult for both man 
and beast to survive out in the 

wilderness in times of drought, when 
natural fountains and bore-holes are 
drying up fast, and when only the 
strongest animals will survive. For the 
carnivores, the weak are easy prey 
but they too will suffer if the rains 
don’t fall soon...the meat is lean 

and mum’s milk is not wholesome 
so many small cubs may die as the 
heat is extreme and they won’t be 
able to keep up with their mothers, 
or, individuals and whole prides 
may be trapped or poisoned as the 
farmer tries to save the last of his 
dying herd.

Should you wish to read more 
about our work and HELP US to 
save the lions, leopards, cheetahs, 
wild dogs and hyenas of Namibia, 
please visit our website: www.
africat.org or write to us 
at info@africat.org.

The AfriCat Hobatere Lion 
Research Project was 

initiated mid-2013, with the 
aim to conduct a study of the 
lion (Panthera leo) population 
within the Hobatere Concession 
Area and movements between 
the Hobatere Concession 
Area, western Etosha National 
Park and adjacent communal 
farmland.        

    Lions move in and out of 
Hobatere on a regular basis, 

along the southern, western 
and northern boundaries as 
well as between western Etosha 
National Park and Hobatere. 
Communal livestock farmers 
of the #Khoa di //Hoas and 
Ehirovipuka Conservancies are 
affected by this farmer-predator 
conflict, regularly reporting 
lion movement onto farmland 

especially where the boundary 
fence is porous. 
Lion sightings, tracks as well 
as livestock killed by lions, are 
common on these border farms. 
The frequency of lions crossing 
the Hobatere boundary and the 
establishment of independent 
populations outside of the 
Etosha Park, are not known. 
The extent of livestock loss 
and resultant lion mortality on 
adjacent farmland cannot yet be 
properly assessed.  

AfriCat‘s team of dedicated 
researchers and lion 

guardians tirelessly work on 
finding solutions to human-
wildlife conflict and support 
farming communities through 
conservation education and 
conservation agriculture 
programmes.  

Lions in danger... 
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Hoppers

How to play:
1. Frogs move from lily pad to lily pad only in the directions indicated by the inscribed lines on the  

game grid.
2. You may only move by jumping over another frog on an adjacent lily pad, and landing on the next pad.
3. When a frog is jumped over, remove it from the pond.
4. No non-jump moved are allowed. Frogs may not jump over an empty lily pad. No frog may land on 

another frog. No frog may jump over two frogs at a time.
5. When only one frog remains on the pond - YOU WIN!

Your goal: hop until only ONE frog is left on 
the pond.
Set up: select a challance and place the frogs 
on the game drid lily pads as indocated by 
the illustration. 1.

3.

2.

Games
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Rescue 
Corner

Donations
Donate toward anti-poaching organisations 
to benefit the men and women who put 
themselves on the front lines against animal 
poachers.

Volunteer
Host a fundraiser for the I.S.A.P. or any anti-
poaching unit. 

Education
The BEST thing you can do to help end 
poaching across the world is to educate 
yourself on the facts and to share what 
you’ve learned with everyone you know!

“Animal poaching“ is when an animal is killed 
illegally. It usually occurs when an animal 
possesses something that is considered 
valuable (i.e. the animal’s fur or ivory).
Many countries believe that the rhino 

horn is an important ingredient for many 
medicines. This is false. Rhino horn has the 
same medicinal effect as chewing on your 

fingernails i.e. none.

What is 
poaching?

Poaching, the illegal hunting and harvesting 
of animals, has a devastating effect on 
both the individual species and on entire 
ecosystems and local communities. 
Additionally, continued poaching encourages 
and supports the black market and organized 
crime organizations that thrive on victimizing 
animals.

Poachers kill for profit, not for sustenance 
or community support. In many cases, they 
do not even require the entire animal, but 
only parts to be used as trinkets, luxury items 
or ostensible medicine sources. Such items 
include elephant tusks, rhinoceros horns, big-
horned sheep antlers and bear gall bladders. 
Because poachers care little for species 
survival, their hunting often leads to radical 
decreases in animal populations.

Poaching hurts local communities in two 
potential ways. First, if the animal targeted 
draws in tourists, its disappearance may 
harm the local economy. Similarly, possible 
tourist boycotts intended to end the 
poaching could have the same effect.

The effect of poaching on individual 
ecosystems is equally damaging, often 
unbalancing natural and essential 
relationships between predators, prey and 
vegetation. For example, the near extinction 
of the North American gray wolf due to 
hunting allowed for an unbridled elevation in 
the elk population of Yellowstone National 
Park. The unchecked elk then went on to eat 
the aspen tree to near 
extinction. Only when 
the wolf population 
began 
recovering 
was balance 
restored.

Why is 
poaching bad?

Simple Ways YOU Can 
Help Stop Wildlife 

Poaching Today

DOWNLOAD APP

Available on your SmartPhone. 
Search ISAP for your FREE app.

 REPORT INCIDENT

App will guide you...

DETAILS

Ensure you provide as much 
detail as possible.

    Some aspects to consider
    Take a picture
    Time of day

    Night - full moon?
    Vehicle Registration numbers

    Description of suspects
    Detailed description of 

incident.

SUBMIT REPORT

 ISAP CONTROL ROOM

ISAP Control Room will receive 
your report and take necessary 
action. ISAP personnel will call 
you to verify your details and 

incident.

REPORT POACHING
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REPORTING PLATFORMS ARE
100% CONFIDENTIAL !!

Poaching Hotline: 555 55 (SMS)
Facebook: Report Incident on Facebook

remember:
do not be confrontational or place 

yourself at risk!
your vigilance and cooperation is key to 
the preservation of namibia’s valuable 

natural resources - you can make a 
difference!

Poaching Hotline: 555 55 (SMS)
Facebook: Report Incident on Facebook

www.isap.com.na



Did you know?

 The Leopard Tortoise is the most common species of tortoise in 
Namibia. It is the largest of the country‘s tortoise species.
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Activity 
answers
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G-K, C-G, F-H, K-M-C

H-L, M-K, A-G, B-L, K-M

C-M-K, A-G, E-I, F-L, K-M

A B

F

ED

C

JI

HG

LK M

1.

2.

A B

F

ED

C

JI

HG

LK M

3.

A B

F

ED

C

JI

HG

LK M
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